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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

NOV20 1281 -24 1329 1262 1305 DEC20 106,75 -4,20 111,60 106,45 110,95

JAN21 1309 -22 1356 1290 1331 MAR21 108,85 -3,85 113,35 108,55 112,70

MAR21 1327 -21 1371 1309 1348 MAY21 110,35 -3,75 114,55 110,00 114,10

MAY21 1345 -20 1392 1330 1365 JUL21 111,70 -3,80 115,95 111,45 115,50

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Supports: 1295 & 1280
Resistances: 1335, 1370, 1405 & 1470

New York ICE:

Supports: 108,25 & 106,75
Resistances: 111,75, 114,75 & 118,00
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last high low

1,17529 1,17696 1,17173

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

The Euro remains stable against the dollar (1.1735) in an environment of renewed optimism about the possibility of an early agreement between Democrats and

Republicans to define the new fiscal package.

The price of Brent oil recovers to 42.5 dollars a barrel after the release of the crude inventories in the US that fell by 2 million barrels last week, reaching the
lowest level since April. The price of gold rises to $ 1,895.

We can say that Arabica harvest is already finished in Brazil, with farmers very happy with the yields and as well with the prices they were able to sell during the

harvest time, which is a not very common combination. Then, NY market has moved lower from past week and current local price is back close to R$500 with
farmers reluctant to accept this as a new reality, and premiums again firming up on the replacement side.

Farmers are projecting next Arabica crop smaller, what is not a surprise to anyone as an off cycle, but it seems it could be worse if the weather in the next 15
days does not help. Coffee plantations are looking stressed as the production this year was huge and it is demanding significant rains to recover.

Not much change has occurred in the outlook for Brazil coffee areas overnight. The next ten days will be very warm to hot and mostly dry. Some showers in

October 10-14, but it is a little soon to determine how significant they will be.

Local Conilon Robusta dealers are complaining a lot about the availability of coffee and mentioning that traditionally farmers who deposit coffee with them and
from time to time sell or borrow some money against their stocks guaranty; today are keeping the coffee there, but choosing the banks to finance as they are
finding better interest rates.

Brazilian Central Bank was very active giving liquidity to the market in order to avoid more depreciation of the local currency. Depreciation was good for exports

during the last year, but has also brought this time inflation signals that BCB must try to control.

Farmers in the Central Highlands, Vietnam's largest coffee-growing area, sold coffee at 31,500-32,000 dong ($1.36-$1.38), lower than last week's 33,500 dong.

The 2021/21 harvest has officially begun in Vietnam but traders said bean supplies would not come until mid-November. Farmers will start picking beans later

this month and new beans will come in bulk by the end of November. There was no change in supply during past week, while demand and trading remained as
well thin.

The General Statistics Office of Vietnam has published its estimate for September coffee exports, with the volume pegged at 100,000 tons (1.67 million bags),
with shipments since the start of 2020 estimated to total 1.25 million tons. Cross comparison with data from the Customs Department of Vietnam, which showed

44,233 tons (737,217 bags) were shipped in the first fortnight of September, suggests that approximately 56,000 tons should have been shipped in the final two
weeks of this month. This would take this month’s total as well to 1.67 million bags and would bring the total volume of coffee exported from Vietnam to 26.9M

bags. This would represent a decline in shipments of 5.2% Year/Year and approximately 1.9% above the five-year average of 26.4 million bags. The export
volume of 1.67 million bags would also be essentially in line with the volume shipped in August (same 1.67 millon bags) despite frequent reports of a lack of
sales in the past month on very tight supplies in Vietnam. This would suggest that much of the volume was account for by forward sales since the starting of the

crop.

Looking ahead with respect to exports, the longer-term weather forecast for Vietnam shows consistent and moderate rainfall until the end of this month, but also
through the first ten to twelve days of October. This extensive rainfall can be considered beneficial for the crop’s development until harvest, but should the rain
continue far into October the risk of detriment to the crop along with delays to the harvest becomes more prominent.

Colombia - We will all miss the Asoexport 2020 face-to-face Assembly this year in Cartagena, but anyway, between October 15th and 16th this year we will be

able to attend it through a virtual platform to carry out meetings and facilitate a space for commercial exchange between companies.

Ugandan coffee export data for August was published by the Uganda Coffee Development Authority beginning this week. A total of 519,683 bags were shipped

last month, consisting of 457,897 bags of Robusta coffee and 61,786 bags of Arabica. The total volume shipped in August represents a 6.3% increase Year/Year,
while the cumulative volume shipped in the 2019/20 marketing season (October-September) totaling 4.85 million bags represents an 18.5% increase Year/Year.

The volume of Robusta shipped in August is the second highest monthly volume shipped not only in this marketing season but also in the second highest
monthly volume exported since at least 2012. The UGDA’s report shows that the average price for Robusta coffee exports last month was $1.39/kg. The average
price of grade 2 Robusta in Vietnam in August is calculated at $1.57/kg, showing the clear discount Ugandan Robusta sustained against Vietnamese Robusta in

August, which will have contributed to the strong exports last month. While not competitive in terms of global market share when compared to the likes of
Vietnam or Indonesia, the rapid pace of exports this season (monthly exports have outpaced eight out of eleven months when compared to the past five

marketing seasons) is testament to Uganda’s efforts to improve coffee production and revitalize the domestic industry.

Kenyan output may drop 13% in the 19/20 season according to an official of the Kenyan’s Agriculture and Food Authority – Coffee Directorate. Kenyan
production for October 1st 2019-Sept 30th 2020 is estimated to drop to 39,200 tons from 45,000 the prior season. The reduction was attributed to adverse
weather conditions that occurred during the time coffee was expected to flower, and the off cycle.

Indonesia’s Southern Sumatra exports rose to 20,085 tons in September from 17,167 in August, according to data from Indonesia’s Lampung Trade Office.

Shipments consisted of 20,000 tons of Robusta and 85 tonnes of Instant.

Demand for high-quality coffee is improving strongly after the decline seen in the first months of the coronavirus pandemic, which could allow Brazilian farmers

to expand their sales in this high-end market, according to a specialty coffee expert. Vanusia Nogueira, head of Brazil's Specialty Coffee Association
(BSCA), estimated that Brazilian sales of specialty coffee would increase by 5% in 2020 because of a production boost in the current season and logistics

problems for some of its competitors.

Arabica certs decreased by 1,958 bags to 1,099,928 bags. Pending 13,971 bags yesterday and 2,560 bags of Brazil certs came online last night (45%

grading pass).

Happy International Coffee Day !!
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